
World on a string: Bell sounds clear message on value of youth

I Harriet Cunningham
It's 9am on a Sunday and violinist
Glenn Christensen is getting a
takeaway coffee before rehearsal.

Christensen, 24, is concert-
master for the Queensland
Symphony Orchestra (QSO), a
sweet gig for someone still in his
first year as a full-time professional
musician. He is not, however, on
the way to a QSO rehearsal. This
weekend, he is leading the Austra-
lian Youth Orchestra as they
rehearse for their European tour.
There is no money in it but the
rewards are great.

"There's such a big energy in the
room," Christensen says. "Every-
one is excited about [conductor
Christoph Eschenbach] arriving on
Tuesday night ... At the moment,
we're rehearsing with Fabian
Russell, the associate conductor. He
gets us in very, very good form, then

Eschenbach comes - he puts his
final touch on the work."

Is it a different feel to, say, a
professional rehearsal room?

"Yes," he says. "Nothing against
professional orchestras but AYO
probably has a lot more energy.

"It is really exciting to come back
to this orchestra after playing with
professionals where, for some peo-
ple, it becomes too much of a job."

It is a sentiment echoed by the
soloist for the AYO's tour, violin
virtuoso Joshua Bell.

"With a youth orchestra, all they
want to do is make music, breathe
music," he says. "There's nothing
like playing with people like that."

Having Bell and Eschenbach on
stage is quite a coup for the AYO.
Soloists do not come much bigger
than Bell, who is a household name
in the US and a regular soloist with
major orchestras around the
world. But being at the top of the

mountain can leave one wondering
where to go.

You have to keep learning, Bell
says. "If I play [Tchaikovsky] with
an established orchestra, often the
attitude is 'yeah, we know how it
goes, you don't have to tell us how
to play it' ... But with a piece like
that, that is precisely why I want to
spend the time rehearsing.

"[I want] to make it something
special, to explore the things that
have not been explored.

"The orchestra and even the
soloist sometimes forget what an
incredible masterpiece it is. But
the audience doesn't."

The Australian Youth Orchestra
performs Tchaikovsky. Sculthorpe
and Rimsky-Korsakov at the Sydney
Opera House at 8pm on Saturday
August 3.

Coup: Joshua Bell will be the soloist
for the Australian Youth Orchestra.
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